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FINANCIAL AGREEMENT 
 
I have the following financial understanding with my parents for 
the costs involved in this project.   

 I pay for all expenses  
 My parents pay for all expenses 
 I borrow the money from my parents and pay them back. 
 Other        

 
         
(Member’s Signature)   (Parent/Guardian Signature) 

Marquette County 4-H 
Record Book Form 

 

CLOTHING PROJECT FOR 20  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What would you like to learn in 
this project?  
 

SKILLS LEARNED 
Years in Project:  
 

Skills 
Learned or improved 

Skills 
Learned or improved 

This year Past years This year Past years
Machine sewing   Facing   
Hand sewing   Zippers   
Selecting fabrics   Hems   
Preparing fabrics   Fasteners   
Seam finishes   Button [holes]   
Clothing care   Restyle or recycle   
Mending article   Altering patterns   
Using patterns   Tailoring   
Sewing darts   Serging   

Describe classes, workshops or learning experiences (inc. help from others).   
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PROJECT EXPENSES 
 

Article(s) Pattern(s) Fabric(s) Interfacing(s) Notion(s) Other Items Total 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

The worth or value of a 4-H project is measured by new things learned, time spent, enjoyment, 

in addition to the economic loss or gain.  Tell about the new things you learned, the enjoyment, 

and the problems of your project.   

 

Would you recommend this project to a friend?  Why or why not?   

PROJECT EXHIBITS/VALUE OF ARTICLE PRODUCED 
 

Date Description Intended Use Placing 

Comparable 
Store-
bought 
Value 
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